
MANAGING PEOPLE AND ORGANISATIONS STUDY NOTES 
 
LECTURE 1 – FOUNDATIONS OF MANAGEMENT 
 
PREINDUSTRIAL SOCIETY 
- Idea of manager did not exist 
- Owner à master; apprentices study under the master 
- Discipline enforced through the master through control of resources 
- Once apprentice learnt the skills à invited to join the guild 
- Once member of guild à open their own workshop and get their own apprentices 
- Industries small and specialised 
- Precursor to management ideas 

o East India Company à structure was governmental  
o Slavery à ideas from scientific management  

§ “dirty secret” of management 
 
INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION 
 
What is the relationship between the industrial revolution, management and organisations? 
- Provides opportunity for greater productivity and efficiency because of new technologies  
- Requires manager to manage operations of 

o Lighting à do things at night time à changes scale of operations  
o Large factories, moving things in bulk 

 
Limited liability legislation – Britain 1856 
- Owner and business separate entities à encourages investment 
- Anything that goes wrong belongs to the company and maybe the manager à investor not involved 
- New ability to buy shares à money can fund large business operations 
- Gave birth to a boom in manufacturing à changed the way everything was done – things sold on mass scale 

therefore a manager was needed 
 
MANAGEMENT 
- Process of pursuing organisational objectives though 

o Interpreting 
o Coordinating parties towards a single objective 

 
ORGANISATION 
- Coordinates workers to defined goals and objectives 
 
EXAMS à question associated with one of the people who created management theories 
 
MAX WEBER: BUREAUCRACY 
- Sociologist à wants to understand transformation of society associated with the industrial revolution 
 
STUDIED THE PRUSSIAN ARMY 
- Wanted to understand the principles of organisation in the army 
- Bureaucracy à system of organising, now based on rules, creates a legal type of structure for getting things 

done, everyone is subservient to the rules 
- Rational, planned, synchronized  
- Predictable patterns and routines  
- Same rules apply to everyone à fair 
- Negatives 

o Depersonalises everyone à becomes a number or cog in the wheel 
o Individual circumstances are no longer considered 
o Not dependent on powerful, well trained people  

 
 
 
 



FREDERICK TAYLOR: SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT 
- Employed by organisations to design systems for them (bureaucratic systems) 
- Engineer à applies engineering principles to people à how can the person get thing done in the most efficient 

and effective way? 
 
TIME MOTION STUDIES 
- Had a stopwatch and timed how long people did specific jobs 
- Found ideal parameters in the most efficient way à most work done in the smallest amount of time à set the 

rules of how people did specific things 
- Educated people not needed à just needed people who could operate like machines  
- Broke tasks down into the smallest components à somebody responsible for little components à specialised 

in one repetitive task  
- Increases productivity outputs significantly 
- Pay based on outputs  
 
HENRY FORD 
- Ford and Taylor Scientific Management (Edited) à YouTube 
 
FORD ASSEMBLY LINE  
- Before à Craftsman worked in their own way at their own pace 
- Ford set out to make a simple car for everyone à change the way cars were built à change the ways the 

workers worked 
- Influenced by Taylor  

o Simple repetitive steps  
o No need for skilled craftsman 

- 1913 à Ford introduced the assembly line  
o Instead of moving men to the cars, he moved the car to the men 
o Applied Taylor’s ideas 
o Not as satisfying to the workers à no pride in the work  

§ Resulted in dissatisfaction, mental distress 
 
ELTON MAYO: HUMAN RELATIONS MOVEMENT 
- Australian psychologist à led new type of thinking to work 
- Dealt with soldiers from the war who found it difficult to reintegrate to society 

o Just having the opportunity to talk and express themselves led to cure à applied to management ideas 
- Manager should also be a clinician à pay attention to thoughts, feelings, emotions and needs of the 

employees  
- Sit and talk to the employees every now and then à get them to feel more loyal, trusting, engaged and 

responsive à more inclined to give their best efforts  
- Human relationships mattered à culture is important 
 
HAWTHORNE STUDY 
- Changed how we think about management and organisations 
- Did research with lighting à wanted to advertise that better lighting = greater productivity à did research on 

their factory floor à productivity increased  
- Mayo explained findings 

o Not about the lighting à people feeling valued 
o The people taking notes and studying the movements à workers felt valued and led to the increase in 

productivity 
o Had to pay attention to the people à they are not machines 
o People had to think they cared about them even if you didn’t really  

 
MARY PARKER FOLLET: DEMOCRATIC MANAGEMENT 
- Getting people together to share concerns, ideas, collaborate à emphasis on social justice 
- Must be genuine concern (different to Mayo) à everyone benefits  
- Workers are important because they are people, not because they can be productive and get money 
 
 
 
 



RETHINKING BUREAUCRACY 
- Replace hard power with soft power 
- Convince people what they want to do is what you want them to do à Michel Foucault 
- People believe in what they are doing à much stronger to organise things in a complex, changing world 
- Soft domination 

o Create appearance of equality 
o Individuals are respected 
o Decentralised à shift burden of responsibility 
o Empowered 
o Supportive  

- Give people responsibilities  
- Pervasive controls à don’t control what people do but what they think  
- Concertive control à team surveillance 
 
FOLLET: DEMOCRATIC POWER 
- Power over (coercive) 

o Want to establish polyphony à different people has a say 
 
CRITICAL PERSPECTIVE 
- Studies the imbalances of power  
 
TUTORIAL 2  
 
READING à “MANAGING, MANAGERIAL CONTROL AND MANAGERIAL IDENTITY IN THE POST-
BUREAUCRATIC WORLD” 
 
1. How do post-bureaucratic management practices differ from bureaucratic ones? 
- Rules are replaced with agreement between individuals 
- Responsibilities are assigned depending on individual merit rather than the managerial hierarchy 
- Employees are treated as people as opposed to machines 
- Bureaucracy is more associated with inefficiency and red tape and is resistant to innovation and change  
 
2. What are some of the critiques of bureaucratic practices and of post-bureaucratic practices? 
Bureaucratic 

- Associated with inefficiency and red tape and is resistant to innovation and change (Walker and Brewer, 
2009) 

- Ineffective in situations where large numbers of standardized operations are needed, they are forced to 
become more flexible because of changing market conditions (Bolin and Harenstam, 2008)  

Post-Bureaucratic 
- No historic decline in the bureaucratic form (Harris and Hopfl 2006) 
- There is not a post-bureaucratic era, but adaptations of bureaucracy (McSweeny, 2006) 
- Can be a stressful experience for employees, since it weakens job security, intensifies time pressures and 

places greater responsibility on employees to manage their work lives and careers (Siebers, 2009; 
McSweeny 2006) 

- Managerial control is no longer necessary, because employees can become self managing (Walton, 1985) 
 
3. When is a bureaucratic organisation a more effective organisational system? 
Bureaucratic organisation is more effective when it is feared that employees will work inefficiently or ineffectively or 
will pursue goals that are not in the long-term interests of the organisation (Barker, 1999; Sewell and Wilkinson, 
1992) 
 
4. Based on the text, the textbook and experience, what is your perception of what management is about? 
Management is used to supervise and guide employees of a business to ensure they complete their designated 
tasks within the business. This has now evolved to also ensuring the safety and wellbeing of the employees, 
instead of considering them as machines whose only purpose is to complete tasks.  
 
 
 
 


